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• I. Press Review
• Hady and Aymeric
• Louis and Valentin

• II. The EU faces democracy



Some comments on your press
reviews
• Formulating a relevant question by using a ‘how’ or a ‘why’

• Sharing the outline of your presentation in the introduction

• Making links between current events and the theoretical knowledge learnt during the
seminar and lectures

• Giving an opening question to discuss your classmates

• Giving the references of the articles you are analysing

• Being more active and dynamic during your presentation, make people want to listen
to you

• Polising your Powerpoint



Session 5. The EU faces democracy



Session	5.	The	EU	faces	democracy

• What are the main features of a democracy /
democratic political system (beyond institutions and
rights)?

Representative
democracy

Elections

Participatory
democracyMedia

Education



Session	5.	The	EU	faces	democracy

Legitimacy by	the	
inputs	

Political System
/	Decision-
making

Legitimacy by	
the	outputs	



Outline

• I.	Representative democracy

• II.	Elections

• III. Participatory democracy

• IV. Media

• V. Education

• VI. Citizens' attitudes towards the EU: opposed or indifferent?



I.	Representative democracy

• « There is a form of indifference to the EU, at least in
France, but this is not a specific to the EU ; all the
political field is more and more abandoned »
• à A democratic deficit of the EU or of the Nation-States?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcTiRyECaMY

EU	level:	‘Policies without politics’	
National	level:	‘Politics without policies’



To	go	a	step further



II. Elections

• Turnout of	the	2019	EU	elections

• Historical trends	of	EU	elections turnout

• EU	elections as	second-class	elections



II.	‘European’	elections,	really?	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8mQAkj3OT8



II. Turnout of the 2019 European
elections



II. Historical trends of the European
elections turnout

https://election-results.eu/
https://www.politico.eu/interactive/voters-turnout-in-the-european-elections/



III. Participatory democracy and
Policies

• ‘It is important to increase citizen participation to EU
institutions’

• à Would you be willing to get involved in public life and
do you think citizens want you to?



IV.	Media	(and	public	space)	

• ‘The lack of visibility is surely already explained by the
low media coverage of national issues’

• ‘I think this must go through increased media coverage
of the European institutions and the cases they deal
with’



IV.	Is	there a	European public	space?	

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s15cydcRoIY



IV. European elections as ‘second-class
elections’…

• Voters consider EU elections less important than
national elections

• Voters use their votes in EU elections to express their
satisfaction or dissatisfaction with political parties and
national political issues



IV. European elections as ‘second-class
elections’…

• Election campaigns are dominated by national political
issues

• As the rate of protest votes is high, small political
parties and protest parties tend to achieve good
electoral results

• Participation in EU elections is generally lower than in
national elections



IV.	…	but

• The decline in participation in EU elections (19% from
1979 to 2009) is similar to the parliamentary elections
in:

• Germany: 20.3% from 1972 to 2009
• France: 25.3% from 1973 to 2012
• the United States: 19.2% from 1982 to 2010

• à « this important electoral abstention is not exclusive
to the European Union, and it is a trend that we can
observe in European democracies »



IV.	…	but

• The political divide at European level is not limited to the
addition of national political parties and national political
issues: transnational issues are emerging

• Political parties should be vigilant about the candidates they
appoint to represent their political families, because:

• The European elections are becoming politicised

• The parliamentarisation of the EU political system is
increasing



V.	Education

• ‘There is also a lack of information, a lack of education
about European integration’

• à Do you think citizens know better their national
systems?



VI. Citizens' attitudes towards the
EU: opposed or indifferent?



VI.	Two arguments	

• Mainstream argument (L. Hooghe and G. Marks)
• The level of Euroscepticism/opposition has became
higher

• Alternative argument (V. Van Ingelgom)
• Less rejection than indifference of citizens towards the
EU



VI.	Mainstream argument

• Transition from ‘permissive consensus’ (1950-1980) to
‘constrained dissensus’ (1990-2010)

• ‘Permissive consensus’ (1950-1980): soft consensus of
citizens

• The European Communities are the result of a technocratic
process led by political and economic, national and
European elites

• Citizens are not involved in this regional integration project
and do not express an interest in participating à ‘Whoever
says nothing, agrees’



VI.	Mainstream argument

• ‘Constrained dissensus’ (1990-2020): polarization of attitudes

• Institutionalisation of the EU:
• Maastricht, Amsterdam, Nice, Lisbon treaties

• Citizens:
• Polarisation of public opinion towards the EU
• Increased mistrust towards national and European political elites
(Euroscepticism)
• E.g. Rejection of the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe
by the French and Dutch (2005), rejection by the Irish of the
Treaty of Lisbon (2008)



VI.	Mainstream argument

• To sum up

• The more visible European integration is, the more
polarized the politicization of citizens and so the
Euroscepticism



VI.	Alternative	argument	

• Yes to the decline in opinions in favour of the EU
(according to V. Van Ingelgom)…

• ... but no to the thesis of ’constrained disensus’
according to which there is a polarisation of citizens'
attitudes (politicisation) or even an increase in
Euroscepticism



VI.	Alternative	argument	

• The correlation is stronger:

• between the decline in opinions in favour of the
integration process and the increase in the number of
undecided and indifferent citizens

• than between the decline in opinions in favour of the
integration process and the proportion of citizens who
reject the EU (Euroscepticism)



VI.	Alternative	argument	

• ‘The proportion of the population included in the category of
opponents (strong and moderate opposition combined) for the
eight countries considered increased from 16% in 1992 to 17% in
2002,

• while the proportion of citizens with a neutral position, falling
into indecision and indifference, increased from 17% to 25% for
all eight countries considered during the same period.

• It is clear that the decline in the category of strong support has
mainly been in favour of the category composed of indifferent
and undecided citizens, which has risen most sharply in the post-
Maastricht period’ (p. 17).


